
 
 

Advanced Placement Psychology - Summer Work 2023 

Ms. Miller 

mmiller@delsearegional.us 
 

**In order to complete the summer assignment for AP Psychology you 

must join the Summer AP Psych Google Classroom.  

The Class Code: 3k7alip 
  

1. Advanced Placement Psychology is a content based course.  Because of the volume of 

material needing to be covered in order to prepare for the AP Exam, you are asked to 

read and complete identification terms for several units from the textbook. The ID 

terms consist of three Google Documents, which are found on the Summer AP Psych 

Google Classroom. These Docs require you to complete the third column where you 

will provide examples and/or details for each term in the unit. Specific instructions 

are found on the Docs themselves. The needed text pages can also be found on the AP 

Psych Summer Work Classroom (Click on the “Classwork” tab to see everything by 

category). The specific units and pages are as follows: 

Unit (Modules) / Pages 

1-1 (1-3) / pp. 63-139 

5-2 (60-64) / pp. 1659-1746 

7-1 (37-44) / pp. 1075-1267 

 
 

**All three Google Docs must be submitted through Google Classroom no 

later than Friday, August 25, 2023 at 3:00 PM 

 

 

2. You will also be required to complete two free-response questions related to Unit 1-1 

(Modules 1-3).  Please keep in mind that writing in Psychology is different from the 

open-ended questions you may have written in History or English class.  In simple 

terms – no fluff or fill.  Answer the questions as clearly and concisely as possible.  You 

are NOT to include even a topic sentence or closing sentence.  Just answer the 

question.  Your responses should be typed into the Google Doc found on the Classroom 

stream below the question. It must be submitted through Google Classroom on or 

before:  

FRIDAY, JULY 28, 2023 AT 3:00 PM. 

 

 

 


